Welcome to the Galactic Hawk Moon of Integrity, the eighth moon of the planetary service wavespell.
In this age of the cybersphere, many people do not have time to consider the effects of modern life on
the biosphere. The biosphere is the living envelope of life that is being diminished, depleted and
destroyed, species-by-species every day by the mindless activities of human industrial civilization. We
can look out our window on any given day and see proof of this through the che trails in the sky that are
emitting toxic chemicals). (for more on this see www.geoengineeringwatch.org)
What is happening to the biosphere and ourselves at this very moment is actually a transition in our
own evolution, and the evolution of all life on Earth. This is the biogeochemical transition of the
biosphere into the noosphere as first put forth by Russian scientist Vladimir Vernadsky.
Biogeochemical refers to the sum of all of the processes of life, the Sun and the Earth, now impacted by
the creation of the artificial technology of human civilization. The noosphere represents the next stage
of evolution where the planetary mind becomes conscious of itself through the individual.
In this Galactic Moon we are being called upon to rise to our highest integrity to harmonize the
dissonant frequencies in our lives as well as in the planetary life. The word "galactic" refers to galaxy.
Each galaxy has anywhere from 10 to 50 billion stars. Astronomers have indicated that it is likely that
every single star in our Milky Way galaxy has at least one planet. Recently NASA confirmed for the first
time that life on other planets exists and are planning to use some of the world's most advanced
technology to create a road map of space.
In the pulsar geometry, the eighth tone is the second tone of the third-dimensional mind pulsar (tones 4,
8, 12), reminding us that everything in the world of form begins in the mind (including the telescopes
that we use to explore space).
Whether you get up one morning with a foggy mind and the world around you appears to be dark and
foggy, or you awaken with a clear mind and your world seems beautiful and light, understand that these
different impressions are coming from your own mind rather than from changes in the external
environment. Instead of misinterpreting whatever you experience in life through wrong conceptions,
realize that it's not outer reality, but only mind.
-Llama Yeshe
Taken from the Noosletter

Wavespells of the year Red Solar Moon
The wavespell of the year, the Red Magnetic Dragon kin 1, is the first wavespell of the Tzolkin and of the
Red Castle of Becoming, Court of Birth and represents the power of Birth, the action of nourishment and the
essence of Being. It is also the beginning of the Genesis of the Dragon that started 26.000 years ago. We
have the chance to give birth to ourselves and what we really need, through our the female, creative power
and take care of our belly and the belly of the Earth, source of all life.

As far as Aura-Soma is concerned we will connect to the Equilibrium 1: the Physical Rescue. Bottle 1 will be
a purification for the body while it nourishes the being. It is the first of the Major Arcana in the Tarots: the
Magician. As Magicians we can start being aware we have all the elements in us, all the tools we can use to
create and give birth to something new. We can have a fresh understanding of our role in the creative
process of life. Our affirmation can be: I love life and life loves me.

It is the first of the 20 Archetypes of the Galactic Tree of Life, the Galactatron—the Initiator the Red Dragon.
The Primal Force of Cosmic Being. Holds the Marka Pole (upper pole) that controls the power of cosmic
being and descends as cosmic knowledge. Opens the Universal Light Gate to the Court of the Avatar

In relation to the wavespells that followed the Closing of the Cycle and the 16 years of the Cube of the Law
(1996-1997- 2012-2013) this is the second and relates to the White Magnetic Wind kin 222, in the Central
Green Castle of Enchantement, Court of Matrix, that synchronizes the human.. Represents the power of

Spirit, the action of Communication and the essence of Breath.

As far as Aura-Soma is concerned we will connect to the Equilibrium 2: the Peace Bottle.. Bottle 2 will be the
possibility to bring peace in the depth of the self and in the conscious mind and to communicate this peace.
To become a breath of peace. It is the second of the Major Arcana in the Tarots: the High Priestess. As a
High Priestess we can let the Spirit speak through us and be a channel for a peaceful, nurturing energy.

It is the second of the 20 Archetypes of the Galactic Tree of Life, The High Priestess, the White Wind. The
Essence of Cosmic Spirit, Urania, The Spirit Breather –Holds the Darka Pole (lower pole) that controls
the power of cosmic spirit that ascends as prophecy. Opens the Universal Light gate to the Court of the
Prophet.

Moons of the year Red Solar Moon

In relation to the service wavespell of the year, that of the Red Magnetic Dragon, attracting the power of
Birth, and to the wavespell of the White Magnetic Wind, attracting the communication of the Spirit, this Eight
Moon relates to the eight steps of the wavespells and their function of bringing integrity to the purpose and
harmonizing through the Yellow Galactic Star, kin 8, and the Red Galactic Moon, kin 229.
We can model our reality through art, elegance and beauty for the purpose of giving birth to something new,
being aware that we also need to harmonize and become whole through the energy of purification of the
moon and its effect on the universal waters.. We will be supported in this task by the Monkey with his magic
and playfullness and the unconditional love of the Dog.
In Aura-Soma these codes relate to Equilibrium 8, Anubis and Equilibrium 9, The Transcendental Heart, The
Path of Justice and the Path of the Hermits in the Tarots, the Artist and the Healer in the 20 Galactic
Archetypes

Equilibrium 8 Anubis, the communication of knowledge, the joy of peace.. Through finding the peace within
ourselves we can overcome our judgements and fears. The more we learn to trust the coomunication that
lies at the depth of the self, the more joy and knowledge can come. Anubis guards the threshold to the other
world and weighs the heart with feathers. The feweer feathers needed to counterbalance the heart, the more
we are able to retain to our wings that represent the lightness of our being.. Our heart is light when we

express beauty, art and elegance. Art is how the 4Dimensional being uses the 3Dimensional body to bring it
in harmony with the 5Dimensional.

Tarot: Justice. Discrimination and trust. The secret lies in the heart-the point of balance. Wisdom with
direction. For every action there is an opposite re-action. Be true to yourself.
Archetype: The Artist

I am The Artist – the Yellow Star – Power of Art (Elegance). I am the Second Gate of Power: Art
is the beginning of Love. The Artist is the first to be emanated by the Cosmic Dreamer, for the
artist is the first to follow the dream and make what he/she finds into a work of art. The
Artist is the one who fashions, who makes, who reveals the beauty and elegance of creation by
simple acts of awareness. For the artist, every act of art, elegance and beauty is an act of love. The
artist is indispensable for the creation of the planetary art whole. The artist teaches by living and
doing, for essentially everything the artist does is art. The way of the genuine artist is art as
everyday life.
“Life as we live is the ritual we are looking for,” is the artist’s motto.

Kin 9: Red Moon: Purification, Flow, Eternal Water. Archetype: Healer, The Purifier, The
Naturalist.
B9: Heart within the Heart, Crystal Cave, Transcendental Heart: The beginning of the
inner journey of meditation and the process of individuation.
“I shine the light on my path that I may come to the truth of my inner voice.”
Tarot Card: The Hermit Turning within gives time to find one's own truth. A universal
communicator. Emotional and spiritual growth. Let the light guide you.
The purification we need to bring to our heart during our individuation journey, to wash
away, with the flow of the eternal water, all the conditioning patterns we have crystallized
inside the crystal cave, our Ananda Khanda.
The healer is the one that knows how to flow in wholeness and knows how to cool the
discordant heart. She teaches the ways of the earth and that sel-healing is self-love and
that we are already intrinsically whole.

